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About This Game

Earth has been destroyed. Mankind is fractured. The galaxy is at war. But one hope remains: a new home for mankind. Probes
detected a habitable planet in the Orion sector. You must fight your way to it, but nothing is as it seems. A more devious plan is

underway that threatens the entire galaxy.

Since the destruction of Earth, not a single habitable planet has been found. Millions of long range probes have been sent out to
find a suitable home for mankind. For now, man lives in spacecraft and orbital modules around uninhabitable planets. Over

centuries of expansion, factions and galactic corporations have laid claim to the galaxy. When a habitable planet was discovered,
the galaxy erupted in war.

Suddenly, you wake up after hundreds of years in stasis. A mysterious AI created by the Terranovus Initiative delivers your
mission, and you embark on an epic conquest across the galaxy. Collect advanced technology, grow your empire, conquer foes

in massive battles, ally with powerful rivals, and discover the ultimate weapon that threatens every system in the galaxy.

Features

Galactic domination meets real time strategy

Battle through 24 story missions that will challenge and engage you

Conquer star systems to expand your empire and control of the galaxy
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Construct orbital modules around planets to improve your economy, military, and research

Mine asteroids, space debris, and moons for resources

Build over a dozen unique ships including capitol ships with advanced abilities

Collect powerful technology to strengthen your fleet, economy, and defenses

Build massive superweapons powered by stars

Randomly generate endless maps with the Battle Simulator

Create your own galaxy and publish maps for other players to enjoy with the built in Map Editor
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Title: Battle for Orion 2
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Infinite Loop Games
Publisher:
Infinite Loop Games
Release Date: 23 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Dual Core 2Ghz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Fun, fast paced RTS. Not outstanding in any way, but can be fun.

Graphics could be better.
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Version 1.0.011 Released:
Mission 10 had a balance issue with the last system. This update should make the mission beatable.

Change log:
- Reduced difficulty of mission 10 (second side mission)
- Fixed location of upgrade popups when UI is scaled up. Forums Moved to Discord:
The forums for Infinite Loop Games has moved to Discord. Connect with the developer and other players: 
https://discord.gg/wV3yReQ

A new strategy game is also under development and has just entered the Beta stage. Come check it out!. Version 1.0.009
Released:
The main improvement with this update is the ability to adjust the UI scale. In the settings menu, use the slider to
increase/decrease the UI scale. You can also use Shift + or Shift - to adjust the UI scale. This will mainly impact people with
high resolution monitors.

Change log:
- Added resolution options to level settings page
- Added UI Scale options to settings pages (use this to increase the size of the user interface)
- Increase/Decrease UI scale with Shift + and Shift -
- Fixed save file button color
- Added version update history to the main menu setting
- Updates show when launching the game for the first time after updating to a new version
- Reduced AI aggresiveness when attacking
- AI can no longer build turrets in campaign missions 3 and 4. Shared Map Database Online:
The map database has been down for a while. The issue has been resolved and you can now enjoy maps created by other
players!

Also, the soundtrack DLC is going on sale for $0.50 tomorrow, so pick it up if you enjoyed the original soundtrack created just
for BFO2.. Version 1.0.014 Released:
Battle for Orion 2 is now available for Linux! Update also contains a fix for the missing tech in mission 23.

Change log:
- Fixed spelling error on Battle Simulator
- Added Linux build
- Fixed missing tech in campaign mission 23. New DLC Soundtrack and Linux!:
The Battle for Orion Soundtrack DLC is here! Buy it now and enjoy the amazing full soundtrack for the game you love any
time!

Battle for Orion 2 is now available to play on Linux!
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